
This is a follow-up list for a patron for whom I first did a recommendation list several years ago.
He's a big fan of John Sandford and Robert B. Parker. I ended up making two other lists for him
because he was also a Western fan, and there are a lot of mystery/Westerns that would be a
good fit for him but not necessarily other Sandford and Parker readers. This list focuses solely
on mysteries and thrillers without a Western element to them. 

Michael Connelly's Harry Bosch series. Dark, fast-paced, gritty books about a maverick LAPD
detective, highly recommended for both John Sandford and Robert Parker fans.
James Patterson's Alex Cross series. Dark, gritty books about a criminal profiler. They're
recommended for Sandford fans. 
James Lee Burke's Dave Robicheaux mysteries. Highly atmospheric, fast-paced, gritty books
about a private detective in Southern Louisiana. Recommended for Sandford and Parker fans. 
Lee Child’s Jack Reacher suspense series. Fast-paced fiction about a former military policeman
who travels around the country. He’s a vigilante who provides justice for people who have no
other options. Full of twists and turns and have a bit of a Western sensibility to them, despite
not at all being Westerns. 
Jeffrey Deaver's books. Recommended for Sandford fans. Fast-paced suspense
thrillers/mysteries that focus on clever protagonists and menacing antagonists. His best-known
series is about criminologist Lincoln Rhyme.
Greg Iles's books. Polished suspense thrillers that can be quite violent and include shocking
endings. Often set in Mississippi and have a strongly Southern gothic atmosphere. His work
includes standalone suspense novels, as well as the Penn Cage legal thriller series. 
Raymond Chandler's work. A throwback recommendation but highly recommended for fans of
Parker, who was strongly influenced by Chandler. His classic hardboiled noir work is noted for
its gritty settings and snappy writing. 
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